Kirk Ireton
Conservation Area Appraisal

2. Origins & Development

ORIGINS & HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT
OF THE AREA

The Ordnance Survey map of 1880 is particularly
accurate and shows the extent of the village by that
date. The extent of development is almost identical
to that in 1848 indicating no physical change to the
size and form of the village morphology. The only
new building is the Primitive Methodist Chapel on
Coffin Lane (constructed in 1875). Whilst this is the
case this does not mean that individual buildings
have not undergone some minor development in
the form of small extensions and architectural refashioning. Since 1848 three small buildings
opposite, and to the southwest, of the Barley Mow
Inn have been demolished. These may have been
small cottages or possibly outbuildings.

This section is not intended to be a full history of the settlement but a brief
overview of its origins & development.

Historical Development
The Domesday Book of 1086 includes Kirk Ireton
as ‘Hiretune’ which is considered to mean a ‘farm of
the Irish men’. It has been propounded that this
meaning may derive from the existence of Celtic
missionaries in the area sometime during the period
between 600 and 900 AD. John Speed’s map of
Derbyshire, dating from 1610, and one of the
earliest maps of the County records the village as
‘Kirk Ireton’. When the prefix ‘Kirk’ was added is
unknown, however, a nearby settlement known as
Ireton Wood exists and the prefix ‘Kirk’ may have
been added to differentiate between the two
settlements. More research is, perhaps, needed on
this particular issue.

The 2nd edition Ordnance Survey of 1900 is almost
identical to that of 1880 with the exception of the
addition of the new school (constructed in 1882) on
the site of an existing property and the demolition
of the old Rectory and its replacement (a little
further south) of the current Rectory (or former
Rectory). Also the ‘pound’ (a walled enclosure for
stray animals) located south east of the Barley Mow
Inn has been removed.

At the time of Domesday there is no mention of
church or chapel and whilst this is not proof that
one did not exist in the village the actual foundation
date of a church in the village is unknown.

The biggest surge in development and expansion of
the village morphology has been undertaken since
1945. Whilst a small number of properties were
enlarged, altered or replaced during the first half of
the 20th century the scale of new development
intensified after 1945 and particularly from the
1960s. The highest concentrations of modern
development are off Moor Lane, Peats Close (and
to its south), to the rear of Buxton Hall Farm and
off Wapentake Lane.

The Derbyshire Historic Environment Record does
not contain any references to prehistoric or Roman
finds/activity etc. in the area.
The settlement lies to the west of two shallow river
valleys, with Hob Lane located between the two.
Within the village there are a number of springs and
wells which had enough importance to the village to
name part of it as ‘Well Banks’. With a sufficient
supply of fresh water a settlement could flourish.
The historic settlement of Kirk Ireton was relatively
small and more than likely represented an
agricultural community primarily involved in
farming. The core of the settlement, representing
the historic centre displays a linear village on a eastwest axis with the parish church at its eastern end.
The earliest map is a well-surveyed tithe map of
1848. This is a clear and well defined map indicating
the layout of the village and its properties. By 1848
development had also been undertaken to the south
of the linear main street around a series of lanes on
a north-south alignment. The alignment of Buxton
Hall Farm is of particular interest. This is one of the
oldest (secular) properties in the village and its
orientation is slightly askew to the road alignment
and later buildings lining the main street. Did this
once face onto an open space since built upon?
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3. Archaeological Significance

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE

The historic maps indicate that a few buildings have
been lost over time. Their former locations are
marked on Figure X. It is probable that these sites
may still retain archaeological deposits which may
be of significance and interest should any modern
development or below ground services cause them
to be disturbed.

The Historic Environment Record (HER) contains
only a few references to Kirk Ireton and its
immediate vicinity. The HERs are as follows –
Holy Trinity Church – 8903
Church Farmhouse – 8905
Buxton Hall Farm – 8910
Barley Mow Inn – 8911
Old Barn on Hob Lane – 8914
Well Banks Old School – 8915
Sunday School, Coffin Lane – 8916
Methodist Church - 8917

Within the village framework there is a reasonable
expectation that archaeological deposits and
evidence relating to the medieval and post-medieval
periods survive below ground. Such evidence may
be brought to light during excavation work for new
services or new dwellings/extensions.

There are no designated Scheduled Monuments in
the settlement, or its immediate vicinity, however,
this does not negate any, currently un-identified,
archaeological
deposits
being
in
existence/discovered.
It is probable that a settlement began to be formed
at Kirk Ireton from the later part of the first
millennium, however no physical remains survive
from this time. The earliest surviving built fabric
dates from the 12th century and is to be found in the
parish church. With regard to secular architecture
the earliest, known, surviving fabric is the cruck
blades within Buxton Hall Farm which date from c.
mid-16th century. The alignment of this property is
also of interest being different from the successive
development along, and aligned to, the main street.
As an agricultural settlement the surrounding land
was enclosed and the resulting field pattern formed.
The 1848 tithe map depicts the layout of the field
boundaries within the vicinity of the settlement.
Many of theses have survived but some have been
altered and lost over time. Based on aerial
photographs of the settlement, and its vicinity, there
is only a small fraction of ridge & furrow remaining.
The current road & lane layout/system of the
settlement has early origins and relates to the
topography of the area. The roads/lanes are
generally narrow, some with high sides (often
referred to as ‘holloways’). As a fossilized network
this has some archaeological, and historical,
importance to the character and appearance of the
village.
The lanes leading into/out of the village are named
– Moor Lane, Gorsey Lane, Field Lane, Broadway,
Hob Lane and Wapentake Lane. The latter is of
interest as the name is derived from Old Norse and
denotes an administrative meeting place, typically at
a crossroads. The name is undoubtedly a survival
and indicator of the age of the settlement.
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4. Architectural & Historic Quality

 Materials & Details

ARCHITECTURAL & HISTORIC QUALITY

General Characteristics:
In the 1950s when Sir Nikolas Pevsner was
compiling his series of books on the ‘Buildings of
England’ he described Kirk Ireton as ‘a very good
stone built village with a homogeneous character’.
The predominant building material is sandstone.
This would have been quarried locally from a
variety of locations. There are some instances of red
brick. Roofs are predominantly laid with
Staffordshire Blue plain clay tiles with some
instances of slate and more modern roofing
materials. See section on ‘Building Materials and Details’.
*

*

*

*

Buxton Hall Farm

17th century:

*

There are a number of 17th century buildings in the
Conservation Area, however almost all of these
have been altered in succeeding centuries as
architectural fashions changed. Furthermore, it is
most probable that some properties which appear
to date from the 18th or 19th centuries may have 17th
century origins and may also retain small vestiges of
17th century fabric and details.

Pre 17th century:
The oldest built fabric in the village is parts of the
parish church dating from the 12th century.
Successive additions to the church in the 14th, 15th
and early 16th centuries also present the oldest fabric
in the village.

The Barley Mow Inn is perhaps the best preserved
17th century building in the village. The sundial to
the front elevation is dated 1683, however, this may
represent a re-fronting of an earlier building (rear
section) which may date from c 1600. The property
displays the typical stone framed and mullioned
windows of the period.

Church of the Holy Trinity
Buxton Hall Farm contains two surviving cruck
blades which have been dated to the mid-16th
century. These were part of a late medieval open
hall. Much of the existing shell is 17th century with
18th/19th century alterations.
The Barley Mow PH - 1683
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Rose Barn on Hemp Lane displays a number of 17th
century stone framed and mullioned windows but
has undergone extensive alteration in the 18th & 19th
centuries.

Earlier rear wing to the Barley Mow PH
Church Farm has a window lintel dated 1618.
Whilst this appears to have been re-cut it is a likely
date for this property. A number of the original
stone framed & mullioned windows survive.

Rose Barn – the rear has a number of 17th century mullioned
windows. The property has been altered in the 19th century.
Ingwell and Brook Cottages on Nether Lane display
remnants of their 17th century origins in a number
of their stone window frames.

Church Farm – a lintel is inscribed 1618
17th century alterations
particularly evident in
transomed window to
property displays work
century.

to Buxton Hall Farm are
the large mullioned and
the front elevation. The
of the early and later 17th

Ingwell & Brook Cottages - a pair of 17th century cottages
with 19th & 20th century alterations.

Prospect House, off Coffin Lane, dates from the
later 17th century with later alterations and
additions.

Barn Cottage on Coffin Lane includes a datestone
of 1668, however, if parts of the building date from
this time it has been heavily modernised and altered
in the 19th & 20th centuries.

Prospect House – 17th century origins

Barn Cottage, Coffin Lane – the date stone reads 1668
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18th century:
Perhaps the most imposing property dating from
the early 18th century is Northfield Farm. This has a
classic symmetrical frontage and associated
architectural details.

Green Farm
Churchside House is a double-fronted cottage with
an attempt at symmetry, whilst still being in the
vernacular tradition of the area.

Northfield Farm
Attached to the west side of Northfield Farm is The
Manor House. This also dates from the early 18th
century but its architecture is more vernacular in
that it retains the mullioned window pattern but the
stonework is now plain and squared rather than
chamfered and moulded.

Churchside House
Luke’s Cottage is of mid-18th century date and
displays an over-wide window opening to each
floor, reminiscent of those to Green Farm.

The Manor House
It is believed that a property known as the Manor
House was located on the site of the current school
(1882) and that at its demolition to build the new
school its gate piers were transferred to the church
yard entrance. These are a fine pair of 18th century
stone gate piers.
Immediately to the west of the church is Green
Farm. This dates from the early 18th century but is
vernacular in its architectural composition but with
an aspiration to Classical proportion. The large ratio
of walling to openings is typical of the vernacular
tradition in the area.

Lukes Cottage
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The Old Bull’s Head is an example of a plain
vernacular 18th century building. The decorative
timber porch is late 19th or early 20th century.

Dale View Cottage & Fair View

Old Bull’s Head
Pebble Cottage is a small cottage with 18th century
origins but extended and altered in the 19th and 20th
centuries.

Well Bank Cottage – the window frames are modern

Pebble Cottage

19th century:

The village contains a large number of small,
vernacular, cottages, varying in size and form but
many with a ‘double-front’ aspect. Whilst some of
these cottages may date from the 18th century they
are predominantly from the 19th century (or
represent a re-fashioning during the 19th century).

The Cottage

The following examples depict the style and scale of
these cottages. Many have been extended or altered
in the later part of the 20th century.

Ecclesbourne View

Church Cottage – the window frames are modern
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Bakehouse Cottage – the window frames & porch are
modern

The Old Post Office

Top Cottage, Rectory Lane

Saddlers Cottage – the window frames are modern

Rose Cottage
In association with the vernacular cottages there are
also a number of 19th century buildings which
display a variety of varying architectural styles and
details.
The Old School House, which pre-dates the current
school on Main Street has ‘gothic’ detailing in its
window and cast metal window frames.

The Old Cottage – the timber porch dates from the late
19th/early 20th century
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In 1875 a new chapel was constructed in the Gothic
style with associated decorative detailing and
decoration. The original cast iron windows with
their coloured and reeded glass have recently been
removed and changed for modern style metal
windows to a different design.

The Old School House
Yew Tree Cottage on Hemp Yard was originally
designed as two small cottages (now one). These
cottages also have ‘gothic’ inspired cast metal
windows.
Former Methodist Church - 1875
The current school was constructed in 1882 and
designed in the Tudor-bethan style popular at that
time for educational establishments. The building
has been slightly altered with the central bell cote
being removed and a late 20th century addition to
the western end.

Yew Tree Cottage – Hemp Yard
The former Primitive Methodist Chapel is a simple
stone box with a central doorway and sash windows
to either side. The stone plaque is dated 1836. The
chosen style is Classically inspired.

Kirk Ireton Primary School - 1882

Sunday School (former Primitive Methodist Chapel) - 1836

The Old Rectory

The rectory (now the Old Rectory) was built in the
latter part of the 19th century and displays a number
of architectural details and motifs.
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Laurel Mount is a pair of cottages built in the 1890s
to a symmetrical design under a hipped roof.

Properties on Harding’s Close – 1990s
Laurel Mount

20th century:
The village has expanded incrementally during the
20th century with the majority of new build
properties dating from after 1945 and the vast
majority of those after 1960. These buildings depict
a varitey of architectural styles and forms – some
following the vernacular tradition of the village and
others not. In general terms they are mostly of
simple form & character with pitched roofs, some
with chimneystacks and in most cases constructed
from natural stone (although artificial stone was
used in the 1960s & 70s) (see section on building
materials & details).

Peat’s Close – 1960s

The following images show a number of examples
of new properties all constructed after 1945.

Crystal Springs – early 2000s

Smithy Bungalow – circa. 1960s
Bluebell House – early 2000s
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Buxton Hall Court – 1990s
L’Hermitage, Wirksworth Road – 1960s

Holly Bush Farmhouse – rebuilt in the 1970s

Ireton Court – 1990s

Milnhay & Pynot Fields – a group of late 20th century
buildings designed in an agricultural genre

Row of cottages on Main Street – 1990s

Buxton Hall Court – 1990s
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BUILDING MATERIALS & DETAILS

The Barley Mow Inn, of 1683, is also constructed
from coursed, squared, stonework. The bed heights
to each course are relatively uniform indicating a
conscious design concept to achieve such an
appearance.

Walling Materials:

Stonework
Stone is the predominant building material of the
village. This is a sandstone of a yellow/orange
colour. The old maps do not depict any specific
‘quarries’ but it is assumed that stone was quarried
in small areas around the vicinity of the settlement
for house and wall construction.
There are various types of stone walling used within
the settlement. The early medieval tower to the
parish church is of coursed squared rubble stone, of
varying course heights.

Barley Mow Inn - 1683
Prospect Cottage dates from the mid-late 17th
century. This is constructed from squared, coursed,
stonework with varying bed heights to each course.
The surface is lightly tooled.

Church tower
Church Farm, dated 1618, is constructed from
finely coursed squared stonework with light surface
tooling. Some of the blocks are particularly large
and the joints are narrow.

Prospect Cottage
The tradition of coursed squared stonework
continued into the 18th and 19th centuries.
Northfields Farm (early 18th century) is constructed
from very finely coursed, squared, stonework to
unified bed heights and fine surface tooling. The
overall impression & appearance is one of high
status.

Church Farm - early 17th century
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During the later 19th century developments in stone
cutting (mechanisation) and aesthetics made an
impact on the character and appearance of
stonework.
An example of this is the pitched face stonework
used on a small number of properties within the
village.

Northfield Farm – early 18th century
The vernacular tradition of the 18th and 19th
centuries is shown in the large number of small
cottages throughout the settlement. The following
examples of walling stonework depict the variety in
use. These are generally coursed & squared
stonework with some surface tooling. The final
example depicts random rubble stonework.

Church Cottage. Pitched face stone can also be seen on
Laurel Mount and Town End Cottages.

Town End Cottages (1899)
In the 20th century, post 1950, further varieties of
stone laying have been employed. Smithy Bungalow,
of the 1960s, has been constructed using rubble
stonework roughly brought to course.

Smithy Bungalow
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A bungalow on Peat’s Close is constructed with
squatted, pitched face stonework laid in a ‘snecked’
manner (i.e. larger stones ‘jump’ courses to create a
‘pattern’ within the stonework walling).

Split-faced stone used for the properties at Ireton Court
Limestone (the local source being some distance
away) is almost completely absent from the village
fabric with the exception of a few ‘rogue’ pieces
used for boundary wall construction here and there.

Snecked stonework

Render

Snecked stonework is not a traditional method of
laying stone for properties within the settlement,
however, it has appeared on a new house on Main
Street where the mechanically cut, pitched face
stonework, laid to a ‘snecked’ format can be seen.
In this instance the choice of stonework (quarry
source) is not characteristic of the settlement as a
whole.

The presence of render throughout the settlement is
rare with only a small number of examples. The
varieties of render which can be seen are smooth,
un-painted render, lined-out to replicate ashlar
stonework and rough-cast render – painted & unpainted. Whilst there are only a small number of
properties with extensive rendering the remainder
have only one elevation, or a gable end, rendered.

Modern, snecked, stonework
Other uses of stone on modern properties have
been used in different ways including pitched face,
split faces and

Meadow View, The Flatts

New stone used at the rear of the School

Pebble Cottage
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the predominant use of local stone throughout the
village.

The Crofts

Green Farm

Netherfield Cottage
A brick extension to Church View Cottage

Rendered gable ends
Church Farm Cottage

Brickwork

Brickwork is a rarity in the village, although some
examples can be seen. The primary example is
Green Farm which has a red brick frontage. It is
probable that when constructed the owner used
brickwork as an economical way of showing status
and wealth – such a material being so different to

Apart from the examples shown above the vast
majority of properties within the village have red
brick chimneystacks (see section on chimneystacks).
There are also a small number of examples of
painted brickwork.
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On one of the rear projections to Northfield Farm
is a remarkable survival of a stone slate roof laid to
diminishing courses. It is possible that when
originally built the entire property had such a roof
covering – later replaced with Staffordshire Blue
clay tiles.

Outbuildings to South View

Surviving stone slated roof laid to diminishing courses to the
rear of Northfield Farm

Part of Halfwhite Cottage

The parish church is the only building to have
leaded roofs of some age. Lead is a traditional roof
covering for shallow-pitched church roofs and this
survives on many parts of the church roofs.

Outbuilding adjacent to Rock Cottage
Roof Coverings:
Of early roof coverings very little survives. The
earliest types of roof covering would have been
stone slate roofing and thatch. A thatched roof did
survive on a 17th century building up until the early
years of the 20th century. This was the building
which was on the site of the Village Hall.

Lead roof covering to the church porch
The predominant roof covering material throughout
the village is clay tile and more specifically what is
known as the Staffordshire Blue clay tile. The
following examples indicate the character and
appearance of Staffordshire Blue clay tiles.

Thatched, 17th century, cottage on the site of the Village Hall
A general roofscape indicating the predominance of
Staffordshire Blue clay tiles.
20

Another view indicating the predominance of Staffordshire
Blue clay tiles.

Red-ish coloured machine-made clay tiles on modern houses
on Main Street
Natural slate, or Welsh slate, can also be seen within
the village but this is less common that clay tile. The
following examples depict its character and
appearance.

A typical example of Staffordshire Blue clay tiles – this
example has a stone coped verge detail

Clay tiles with plain verges
On a number of new buildings within the village
modern, machine-made, clay tiles have been used.
In both their colour and their flatness they do not
have the character or appearance of Staffordshire
Blue clay tiles.
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Artificial red tiles on the Manor House
Within the village are a few examples of corrugated
concrete roof tiles. These most probably date from
the post-war period (1950s/60s). Their corrugated
form and appearance has no historical precedent
within the village (the traditional clay pan-tile never
being used in the village).

The former Methodist Church on Coffin Lane (of
1875) has a Welsh slate roof which has been
accentuated by the introduction of a lighter grey
slate to form decorative patterning within each roof
slope. The result – which would have been more
prominent when first roofed – is striking and,
although entirely alien to the traditional roof
coverings/detailing of the village remains as a
solitary example of High Victorian aesthetic design.

Decorative, two-tone, slate roof on the former Methodist
Church
Other roofing materials:
Two examples of concrete corrugated roof tiles.

The Manor House, on Main Street, has a roof laid
with red artificial tiles (probably fibre-cement
based). These are laid to both roof slopes and
probably date from the inter-war period (19201940). Weathering has muted their original colour
which when first laid must have been particularly
bright and prominent.

In the later 1950s and used throughout the 1960s
and 70s is the flat concrete tile (often referred to as
‘Hardrow’ tiles). These can be found on many of
the properties within the village which date from
this time.
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Typical brick stacks.

Two examples of ‘Hardrow’ concrete roof tiles. Note the
white painted boxed-in eaves and gable barge-boards – a
common detail of the 1960s and 70s.
Chimneystacks:
All the historic buildings in the Conservation Area
have chimneystacks, the predominant construction
material being red brick. It is possible that original
chimneystacks were of stone, however, over time
the vast majority of these have been replaced with
red brick. In terms of design and form they are
generally simple and plain, although some
concessions to decorative detailing can be seen.

The three-stage brick stack on the Village Hall

An example of a historic, stone constructed, stack

General roofscape showing the preponderance of brick
chimneystacks

Stone stack at Smithy Bungalow showing the chimneybreast
expressed externally – a non-traditional type of stack/detail.

Simple, plain, rectangular brick stacks
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A number of houses built in the 1980s and 1990s
have chimneystacks, however, the material chosen
has been stone, rather than brick, and their shape,
form and scale are dis-proportionate to the size of
the property.

and other on side or rear elevations, sometimes
blocked or mutilated at a later date.

Three-light mullioned 17th century window at Church Farm
Stone chimneystacks on modern housing of a form and scale
dis-proportionate to the properties.
Most of the chimneystacks within the settlement
have chimney pots. These are generally plain and
simple, circular, clay pots.
Windows & Doors:
The earliest window types to be found in the village
are those at the parish church. Window types of
various period survive, the earliest being of the
Decorated period from the 14th century.
Two-light mullioned window at the Barley Mow Inn - 1683
As the 17th century drew to a close the mullioned
window became more simplified in its form and
profiles. The example below is late 17th or early 18th
century with simplified stone mouldings. The
window frames are modern.

14th century window in the south wall of the Chancel
In terms of domestic, or secular, architecture the
earliest window types found in the village is the
mullioned and mullioned and transomed window.
This type of window evolved from the late 16th
century and became universal during the first half of
the 17th century. In some rural locations/areas the
tradition continued towards the close of the 17th
century. These windows comprise a chamfered
stone surround with stone divisions (the mullions &
transoms) which hold the window frames. The
pattern varies and can be a single light, double-light
or larger windows. There are numerous survivals of
such windows throughout the village, some obvious

Late 17th/early 18th century stone mullioned window
The early-mid part of the 18th century saw the stone
mullioned window become simpler comprising flat,
squared sections of stone. The Manor House
displays such window types.
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A sash window of ‘square’ proportion
Stone mullioned windows at The Manor House
The late 17th century saw the first timber sash
windows introduced into England. The desire to
have such windows was frenetic and their
introduction and use quickly spread through the
country. Such windows frames relied on the use of
Classical proportion – generally resulting in a
vertical rectangle – for the window opening. The
timber sliding sash windows within their stone
frame at Northfield Farm mark the height of
architectural fashion of the early 18th century.

A sash window where a flattened vertical rectangle has been
achieved
The sash window continued to be popular and
evolved into various form. The village has some
examples of tri-partite sash windows.

Sash window at Northfield Farm

Tri-partite sash windows at Green Farm

The desire to have sash windows often required
changes to the window surrounds themselves. The
vernacular tradition of house or cottage proportion
was generally long and low. In these circumstances
the elegant vertical rectangle was difficult to achieve
and the compromise was a square or slightly
flattened rectangle.

At Luke’s Cottage, Main Street, a similar pattern has
been used with fixed lights to each side.
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1 over 1 sash window at The Cottage
Luke’s Cottage

In parallel with the evolution and development of
the sash window the casement window remained a
common window type. The following examples
display the type and variety.

The sash window evolved primarily by losing its
glazing bars. Early windows are generally multipaned. By the mid-19th century sashes with 2 over 2
lights were common as well as more decorative
treatments such as the use of margin-panes.

2 over 2 sash window

A mid-19th century example of the use of margin-panes
Eventually the sash window became 1 over 1 and an
example can be found at The Cottage, Main Street
dating from the end of the 19th century.
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The 19th century was a century of innovation and
examples of decorative (‘Gothic’ inspired) cast
metal windows can be seen at Yew Tree Cottage,
Hemp Yard and at the Old School House, Well
Banks.

slightly arched door lintel and weather moulding
over. The timber door is relatively modern but in
the style of the late 17th century.

Cast iron window frames at Yew tree Cottage & The Old
School House

Late 17th century doorcase at the Barley Mow Inn (1683)
The central front door at Northfield Farm is typical
of the period (early 18th century) with its moulded
stone door surround and entablature and projecting
cornice over. The door also includes a decorative
timber fanlight (to illuminate the hall way) and a sixpanelled door.

20th

In the later
century a large majority of timber
window frames have been replaced with upvc.
Whilst these attempt to copy the style, form and
detailing of their timber predecessors the material
cannot match the fineness and constructional
detailing of traditional painted timber window
frames.
Doors:
The earliest door opening is to be found at the
parish church. The south door is Norman (11th
century) with a later (13th century) pointed headed
doorway inserted within it. The timber door itself is
19th century.

Front door at Northfield Farm
The front door of the adjacent Manor House is
simpler in design and form and more vernacular in
character. The doorway has large quoin stones and a
projecting stone canopy supported on stone
brackets. The door itself is modern (20th century).

South door at the parish church
The door at the Barley Mow Inn appears to date
from the 1683 period of construction with its

Doorway at The Manor House
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A doorway on Main Street with a moulded stone
surround (possibly 18th century) with a wide plank
door (formed into a ‘stable’ door).

to provide some protection against rainfall and as
an architectural element of the building façade.
Within the village there are a number of porches.
These fall into two categories – those which are
ephemeral in nature (predominantly of timber
construction) and those built of more permanent
materials. The former appear to date from the late
19th and early 20th centuries whereas the latter are
more modern (late 20th century). The following
examples display the ‘light’, ephemeral, nature of
the timber porch.

Doorway on Main Street
An example of a plain, timber boarded door on a
cottage on Main Street.

Plain, solid, timber door on Main Street
Doors, like windows are susceptible to change and a
large majority of doors within the village have been
replaced with upvc. Some properties have retained a
timber door but the majority of these are later 20th
century examples.
Porches:
The ‘porch’ has no significant architectural
precedent on vernacular houses. A traditional
characteristic of vernacular buildings is the fact that
they did not have porches and the doorways are
therefore a fundamental part of their elevations.
Occasionally the door would have a horizontal
stone canopy (perhaps supported by stone brackets)
28

The following examples display more permanent
construction materials.

Conservatories:
Historically, conservatories were the preserve of
country houses being used for the purpose of
growing exotic plant species and flowers and for
pleasure. In terms of their size, shape and form they
could vary considerably. Their transition to small
domestic houses is a phenomenon which began in
the 1980s with the production and easy availability
of ‘upvc’ conservatories, generally in a brilliant
white plastic or sometimes in a brown wood-effect
colour. The roofs are generally of opaque plastic
sheeting. Rather than serving the purposes of
horticulture they were added to houses as a way of
providing an extra living room to a property. In this
regard, and as a consequence of their constructional
material, they became modular and ubiquitous in
form, shape and appearance. Many examples trying
to reflect a ‘Victorian’ or ‘Edwardian’ style but in
reality providing a poor and unconvincing pastiche.
In conclusion, and based on the above analysis, the
introduction of conservatories can significantly alter
the character and appearance of the property and,
consequently, diminish the special character and
appearance of the Conservation Area.
Gates & Gateways:
The fine stone gate piers to the entrance to the
churchyard date from the late 18th century and,
although, weather worn in places, display
considerable stonemasonry skills and detailing. The
decorative oak gates are of late 19th or early 20th
century date.

There are examples of modern, late 20th century
porches, that are hybrid (part stone, part timber)
and one that has a flat roof.

Churchyard gate piers and gates

Modern porches
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The stone gate posts in front of Northfield Farm
may be late 18th century or early 19th century in date.
The painted timber gate is 20th century but simple in
its design.

Gate piers, gates and railings in front of 1 & 2 Town End
Cottages

Gate piers and gate at Northfield Farm
Gate piers and metal gate at the Barley Mow Inn

There are a small number of examples of gate piers
and gates from the 19th century. The following
examples indicate their general form and design.
Some of these also retain their original metal gates.

Gate piers and simple painted timber gate at School House,
Main Street
The former Methodist Church on Coffin Lane has
retained is decorative late 19th century metal gate
piers, gates and railings. These are typical of the
high level of metal casting and design of the late
Victorian period.
Gate piers, gate and associated railings at Rose Cottage

Cast metal gate piers and gates at the former Methodist
Church
Gate piers and metal gate at Town End Farm
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There are also a number of examples of more
simple and plain gates/gateways. The simple fivebar gate has been used in many instances and this
reflects the agricultural nature of the settlement.

Metal railings at Northfield Farm
An example of the use of a simple five-bar gate and timber
gate posts

Metal railings at Church Cottage with decorative cast-metal
finials

A further example of the use of a five-bar gate
Two examples below of larger, plain vertically
boarded gates with a painted finish.

Some examples of historic metal railings are
depicted above. The following two examples both
show 19th century metal railings.
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